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 Abstract: Background: Schizophrenia (SZ) is a severe psychiatric disorder typically characterized 

by multidimensional psychotic syndromes. Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) is a treatment option 

for medication-resistant patients with SZ or treating acute symptoms. Although the efficacy of ECT 

has been demonstrated in clinical use, its therapeutic mechanisms in the brain remain elusive. 

Objective: This study aimed to summarize brain changes on structural magnetic resonance imaging 

(sMRI) and functional MRI (fMRI) after ECT. 

Methods: According to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses 

(PRISMA) guidelines, a systematic review was carried out. The PubMed and Medline databases 

were systematically searched using the following medical subject headings (MeSH): (electroconvul-

sive therapy OR ECT) AND (schizophrenia) AND (MRI OR fMRI OR DTI OR DWI). 

Results: This review yielded 12 MRI studies, including 4 with sMRI, 5 with fMRI and 3 with mul-

timodal MRI. Increases in volumes of the hippocampus and its adjacent regions (parahippocampal 

gyrus and amygdala), as well as the insula and frontotemporal regions, were noted after ECT. fMRI 

studies found ECT-induced changes in different brain regions/networks, including the hippocampus, 

amygdala, default model network, salience network and other regions/networks that are thought to 

highly correlate with the pathophysiologic characteristics of SZ. The results of the correlation be-

tween brain changes and symptom remissions are inconsistent. 

Conclusion: Our review provides evidence supporting ECT-induced brain changes on sMRI and 

fMRI in SZ and explores the relationship between these changes and symptom remission. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Schizophrenia (SZ) is a severe psychiatric disorder typi-
cally characterized by multidimensional psychotic syn-
dromes, such as positive and negative symptoms (i.e., delu-
sion, hallucination and disorganized behaviour), as well as 
affective and cognitive disturbances [1]. Electroconvulsive 
therapy (ECT) is a treatment option for particular clinical 
conditions, such as catatonic symptoms, suicidality or acute 
symptoms [2]. In addition, accumulating evidence supports 
the use of ECT for medication-resistant patients with SZ [3]. 
A Cochrane review indicated that treatment with ECT signif-
icantly results in clinical improvement compared with place-
bo or sham ECT [4]. A meta-analysis suggests that ECT may  
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represent an effective clozapine augmentation strategy in 
medication-resistant cases [5]. Recently, findings from a 
growing number of studies have suggested that ECT com-
bined with antipsychotic medication may be considered an 
option for patients with SZ who show limited response to 
medication alone [6]. 

Although the efficacy of ECT has been demonstrated in 
clinical use, the therapeutic mechanisms in the brain remain 
elusive. One possible mechanism is neuroplasticity. This 
hypothesis is supported by findings from animal studies, 
indicating that electroconvulsive seizures (the analogy of 
ECT in animal models) affect many neuroplastic processes, 
including neurogenesis [7, 8], synaptogenesis [9], angiogen-
esis [10], gliogenesis [11] and other neuronal/axonal changes 
[12, 13]. Studies in humans have also reported the effects of 
ECT on neuroplasticity, including changes in hippocam-
pal/amygdala volumes [14] and increases in the secretion of 
brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) [15]. In addition 
to neuroplasticity, several clinical studies have suggested 
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that ECT may enhance dopamine D2 receptor efficacy [16]. 
Although the mechanism of ECT is complex, increasing evi-
dence suggests that the reorganization of brain structure or 
connectivity by ECT may represent one of the mechanisms 
[14, 17, 18]. 

Neuroimaging is a robust technology and has recently 
been widely used to investigate the pathological mechanisms 
in the SZ brain [19]. Structural magnetic resonance imaging 
(sMRI) and functional MRI (fMRI) have revealed abnor-
malities in a multitude of regions and networks in SZ [20-
24]. Structural morphometry studies showed widespread 
grey matter atrophy in cortical and subcortical regions, in-
cluding the hippocampus, insula, thalamus, temporal and 
frontal lobes, in patients with SZ [25, 26]. Accumulating 
fMRI studies also identified aberrant functional connectivity 
(FC) among these regions [27-30], suggesting that psychotic 
syndromes in SZ may be related to disturbances in the corti-
co-cortical (subcortico-cortical) systems at the neuroimaging 
level [31]. These findings support a dysconnectivity hypoth-
esis during the neural developmental process that has been 
demonstrated to be highly relevant to SZ neuropathology 
[32]. The dysconnectivity hypothesis posits that inefficient 
or ineffective interaction within large-scale functional net-
works is one of the indicators in the neuropathology of SZ 
[32]. 

To our knowledge, there is no review focusing on sMRI 
and fMRI changes in SZ patients following ECT. In this 
mini-review, we reported summaries of MRI studies that 
investigated brain changes due to ECT in patients with SZ 
from the following aspects: (1) ECT-induced structural 
changes in sMRI; (2) ECT-induced functional changes by 
fMRI; and (3) whether these changes correlate with symp-
tom remission. An additional aim was to examine whether 
ECT outcomes can be predicted based on pre-ECT MRI. 
Finally, we sought to clarify some brain mechanisms of 
ECT. 

2. METHODS 

A systematic review of the international literature was 
performed based on the Preferred Reporting Items for Sys-
tematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines 
(PRISMA flowchart, Fig. 1) [33]. Studies were selected 
through a standard search of the bibliographic search engines 
PubMed and Medline using the following medical subject 
headings (MeSH): (electroconvulsive therapy OR ECT) 
AND (schizophrenia) AND (MRI OR fMRI OR DTI OR 
DWI). The research focused on papers published up to 30 
October 2020. Our inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) 
ECT-treated subjects were diagnosed with SZ; (2) SZ pa-
tients were scanned by sMRI or fMRI; (3) publications that 
were full-text articles (i.e., no abstracts, conference reports, 
or other publication types); (4) articles were written in Eng-
lish. The exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) studies that 
did not include patients with SZ who treated by ECT; (2) 
studies that did not use sMRI or fMRI or DTI; (3) articles 
that were reviews or case reports. Two researchers (YJ and 
CL) independently reviewed full-text articles to decide 
whether a study met the inclusion criteria of the review and 
discussed inconsistencies until consensus was obtained. The 
reference lists of the included papers were manually exam-

ined to increase the number of studies. Two researchers (YJ 
and HH) worked independently to extract study details, in-
cluding demographics of participants, clinical information, 
ECT parameters (Table 1), MRI scanning information, image 
processing method and MRI main findings (Table 2). A third 
researcher (CL) reviewed the data extraction and resolved 
conflicts. 

3. RESULTS 

Fig. (1) shows the procedure for study selection, which 
yielded 12 MRI studies comprising 4 with sMRI [34-37], 5 
with fMRI [38-42] and 3 with multimodal MRI data [43-45]. 
Table 1 reports the demographics of the participants, clinical 
information and ECT parameters for each study. Table 2 
describes the MRI scanning information, image processing 
method and summarized MRI main findings for each study. 

3.1. Brain Structural MRI Changes Induced by ECT 

Table 2 shows that five structural MRI studies investigat-
ed brain morphological changes before and after ECT inter-
vention. Three studies used the data-driven method to inves-
tigate the voxel-wise grey matter (GM) volume changes 
within the whole brain [34, 35, 43]. Two studies applied the 
region of interest (ROI) -driven method to examine the vol-
ume changes in specific regions (hippocampus and insula) 
[44, 45]. All these studies show structural changes following 
ECT. 

3.1.1. Hippocampus 

Several studies [34, 35, 43, 45] have indicated ECT-
induced volume changes in the hippocampus and its adjacent 
regions, including the parahippocampal gyrus and amygdala, 
in SZ patients (Table 2). A consistent increase in hippocam-
pal volume was noted in patients with SZ following ECT 
compared with baseline [34, 35, 43, 45]. No studies have 
reported a reduced hippocampal volume after ECT. Con-
sistent with the observation of increased volume in the hip-
pocampus due to ECT, accumulated evidence has shown the 
same structural changes in major depressive disorder (MDD) 
patients undergoing ECT intervention [14, 17, 46]. Thomann 
et al.  [43] and Wolf et al. [34] investigated structural chang-
es in GM volume using two different MRI analysis methods. 
Using source-based morphometry (SBM) analysis, they re-
ported that the medial temporal lobe network showed a sig-
nificant volume increase in two diagnostic groups of SZ and 
MDD after unilateral ECT [34]. In another study [43], GM 
volumes quantified by voxel-based morphometry (VBM) 
were increased in the right anterior part of the hippocampus 
and right amygdala in both diagnostic groups following 
ECT. These findings suggested a shared mechanism of ECT 
action on hippocampal volume changes across clinical diag-
noses. Recently, Wang et al. [35] compared the longitudinal 
GM volume changes between the two groups of SZ patients. 
One patient group received a four-week bitemporal ECT 
series in addition to antipsychotic drugs, and the other group 
only received antipsychotic treatment. The GM volumes 
were analysed by VBM. The hippocampus and bilateral par-
ahippocampal gyrus exhibited increased volumes within 
ECT-treated patients, but a decrease amongst the patients 
treated only with antipsychotics. Based on the same dataset, 
Jiang et al. [45] analysed hippocampal substructures using 
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Fig. (1). Flowchart illustrating the study selection. Abbreviations:  sMRI: structural magnetic resonance imaging, fMRI: functional magnetic 

resonance imaging, SZ: schizophrenia. 

 
FreeSurfer (version 6.0, http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/), 
another conventional tool to segment the hippocampus and 
estimate the volumes of subfields. The whole hippocampus 
was further segmented into twelve subfields for each hemi-
sphere, including the hippocampal tail, subiculum, presubic-
ulum, parasubiculum, cornu ammonis area 1 (CA1), CA3, 
CA4, hippocampal fissure, granular cell layer of the dentate 
gyrus (GC-MLDG), molecular layer, hippocampus-amyg- 
dala transition area (HATA) and fimbria. Statistical analyses 
revealed increased bilateral hippocampal whole volumes and 
certain subfields in SZ patients following ECT, which were 
not observed in patients treated exclusively with antipsychot-
ics. These distinguished changes demonstrated that the in-
creased hippocampal volume is the specific ECT effect ra-
ther than the effect of antipsychotic therapy. In total, neu-
roimaging findings provided strong evidence supporting the 
increased hippocampal volume induced by ECT, which is 
not dependent on stimulus site (unilateral or bilateral) or 
neuroimaging analytic methods. 

3.1.2. Insula 

Three of the previously published studies reported in-
creased volume in the insula in SZ after ECT (Table 2). Us-
ing VBM analysis on structural MRI, Thomann et al. [43] 
and Wang et al. [35] found an increased GM volume of the 
voxels within the right insula in SZ at post-ECT compared 
with pre-ECT. Jiang et al. [44] functionally parcellated the 
bilateral insula into six subregions (i.e., the bilateral dorsal 
anterior [dAIns], ventral anterior [vAIns] and posterior insu-
la [PIns]) using K-means clustering on fMRI. The averaged 

GM volume in each subregion was extracted. The ECT-
treated patients with SZ exhibited an increased GM volume 
in the bilateral PIns, whereas SZ patients treated exclusively 
with antipsychotics showed decreased GM volume compared 
with pretreatment volume. Volume changes in the whole 
insula were analysed, yielding results consistent with those 
noted in the PIns. 

3.1.3. Other Regions 

In addition to focusing on the hippocampus and insula, 
two studies using the whole brain data-driven method found 
structural changes in frontal and temporal regions in patients 
with SZ after ECT intervention. For example, Wolf et al. 
reported that the left dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) 
exhibited a volume increase in SZ patients treated by ECT 
[34]. Wang et al. found increased GM volumes in the right 
temporal pole and right superior temporal gyrus in SZ after 
ECT [35]. 

3.2. Brain Functional MRI Changes Induced by ECT  

Table 2 shows that 8 functional MRI studies investigated 
ECT-induced brain functional changes. Three studies [38-40] 
used the data-driven method (independent component analy-
sis [ICA] and global functional connectivity density [gFCD]) 
to investigate FC changes within the whole brain. Five stud-
ies applied the ROI-driven method (i.e., seed-based FC) to 
examine the changes in FC in specific regions (hippocampus, 
amygdala, insula and thalamus) [41-45]. All these studies 
reported functional MRI changes following ECT. 
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Table 1.  Demographics of participants, clinical information and ECT parameters for each included study. 

Study 

Participants ECT 

ECT Patients Comparisons 
Diagno-

sis 

Age, Years: 

Mean (s.d.) 
Female 

Medica-

tion 

Clinical Assessment (PANSS 

Total Score) 

Electrode 

Place-

ment 

Mean (s.d.) 

Number of 

ECT Interven-

tions 

Wolf et al. 
[34] 

8 SZ, 2 scans 

10 MDD, 2 

scans; 

10 HC, 1 scan 

DSM-IV 31.1 (8.4) 3 Yes 

Pre-ECT: 76.4 (22.0); 

Post-ECT: 35.8 (29.3); 

Reduction: 87.5% 

RUL 12.4 (1.8) 

Wang et al. 
[35] 

21 SZ, 2 

scans 

21 SZ (no 

ECT), 2 

scans;  

23 HC, 1 scan 

SCID-

I/P 
29.29 (7.1) 11 Yes 

Pre-ECT: 71.6 (8.4); 

Post-ECT: 49.7 (9.6); 

Reduction: 52.6% 

BL 11.5 (1.1) 

Gong et al. 
[36] 

33 TRS, 1 

scan; 

20 AE, 1 

scan; 

4 SA, 1 scan. 

None 
DSM-

IV-TR 

TRS, 31.5 

(10.6); 

AE, 27.5 

(6.0); 

SA, 34.5 

(9.7) 

TRS, 9; 

AE, 9; 

SA, 2 

Yes 

Pre-ECT: TRS, 94.2 (18.0); AE, 

101.1 (22.6); SA, 88.3 (21.9); 

Post-ECT: TRS, 51.6 (16.9); AE, 

52.8 (14.6); SA, 54.5 (23.2); 

Reduction: TRS, 67.4%; AE, 

67.5%; SA, 62.8% 

BL 10.5 (2.4) 

Xi et al. [37] 57 SZ, 1 scan None 
DSM-

IV-TR 

RS: 31.0 

(10.2); 

NRS: 29.7 

(8.5) 

20 Yes 

Pre-ECT: RS, 94.1 (19.2); NRS, 

98.7 (21.0); 

Post-ECT: RS, 40.0 (7.1); NRS, 

63.7 (13.8); 

Reduction: RS, 84.7%; NRS, 

51.0% 

UL 
SR, 10.3 (2.0); 

NSR, 10.0 (2.9) 

Huang et al. 
[38] 

21 SZ, 2 

scans 

21 SZ (no 

ECT), 2 

scans;  

23 HC, 1 scan 

SCID-

I/P 
29.29 (7.1) 11 Yes 

Pre-ECT: 71.6 (8.4); 

Post-ECT: 49.7 (9.6); 

Reduction: 52.6% 

BL 11.5 (1.1) 

Li et al. [39] 
34 SZ, 29 SZ 

had 2 scans 
34 HC, 1 scan 

SCID-

I/P 
29.35 (8.47) 24 Yes 

Pre-ECT: 82.43 (7.28); 

Post-ECT: 55.93 (12.26); 

Reduction: 42.4% 

BL 9.1 (1.1) 

Sambataro et 
al. [40] 

8 SZ, 2 scans 

10 MDD, 2 

scans; 

10 HC, 1 scan 

DSM-IV 31.1 (8.4) 3 Yes 

Pre-ECT: 76.4 (22.0); 

Post-ECT: 35.8 (29.3); 

Reduction: 87.5% 

RUL 12.4 (1.8) 

Wang et al. 
[41] 

21 SZ, 2 

scans 

21 SZ (no 

ECT), 2 

scans;  

23 HC, 1 scan 

SCID-

I/P 
29.29 (7.1) 11 Yes 

Pre-ECT: 71.6 (8.4); 

Post-ECT: 49.7 (9.6); 

Reduction: 52.6% 

BL 11.5 (1.1) 

Yang et al. 
[42] 

47 SZ, 2 

scans 
none ICD-10 30.23 (9.65) 16 Yes 

Pre-ECT: 94.62 (18.87); 

Post-ECT: 51.62 (16.16); 

Reduction: 67.81%, range from 

32% to 100% 

BL 9.15 (2.21) 

Thomann et 
al. [43] 

9 SZ, 2 scans 

12 MDD, 2 

scans; 

9 HC, 1 scan 

DSM-IV 34.2 (12.3) 3 Yes 
4 response; 

5 partial response 
RUL 11.3 (1.7) 

Jiang et al. 
[44] 

21 SZ, 2 

scans 

21 SZ (no 

ECT), 2 

scans;  

23 HC, 1 scan 

SCID-

I/P 
29.29 (7.1) 11 Yes 

Pre-ECT: 71.6 (8.4); 

Post-ECT: 49.7 (9.6); 

Reduction: 52.6% 

BL 11.5 (1.1) 

Jiang et al. 
[45] 

21 SZ, 2 

scans 

21 SZ (no 

ECT), 2 

scans;  

23 HC, 1 scan 

SCID-

I/P 
29.29 (7.1) 11 Yes 

Pre-ECT: 71.6 (8.4); 

Post-ECT: 49.7 (9.6); 

Reduction: 52.6% 

BL 11.5 (1.1) 

Abbreviations: TRS: treatment-resistant schizophrenia, AE: schizophrenia patients with an acute episode, SA: schizophrenia patients with suicide attempts, MDD: major depressive 
disorder, HC: healthy control, RS: Responders, NRS: Non-Responders, BL: bilateral, RUL: right unilateral 
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3.2.1. Default Mode Network 

The default mode network (DMN), which is composed of 
the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), medial prefrontal cor-
tex (MPFC), angular gyrus and medial temporal lobes, is 
involved in monitoring self-referential mental processes [47]. 
Disruption of the DMN is associated with pathological pro-
cesses in SZ [48-50]. Huang et al. [38] applied gFCD, a da-
ta-driven graph-based measure of whole-brain FC, to quanti-
fy the centrality of the brain network voxelwise [51]. Re-
gions with high gFCD values have been previously reported 
to be functional network hubs that play prominent roles in 
cognitive, affective and sensory functions [52]. Huang et al. 
found that compared with routine pharmacotherapy, SZ pa-
tients receiving 4 weeks of ECT plus antipsychotics exhibit-
ed increased gFCD within the DMN regions, including the 
left precuneus, ventral medial cortex and dorsal prefrontal 
cortex [38]. Consistent with Huang et al.’s study, Sambataro 
and colleagues used another data-driven method, i.e., the 
ICA, to examine the functional network changes after ECT 
intervention [40]. They also found increased IC loading in 
the MPFC in SZ patients following ECT [40]. In addition, Li 
et al. found DMN FC changes (enhanced FC in the left PCC 
and reduced FC in the right precuneus) after ECT interven-
tion [39]. 

3.2.2. Salience Network 

The salience network (SN), which includes the insula, an-
terior cingulate cortex (ACC) and temporoparietal junction 
(TPJ), plays a crucial role in detecting, filtering and integrat-
ing salient signals from external and interoceptive environ-
ments [53]. SN dysfunctions in SZ have been widely report-
ed in previous studies [30, 54, 55]. Jiang et al. found that 
compared to pharmacotherapy alone, SZ patients exhibited 
decreased FC between the insula and middle occipital gyrus 
as well as orbitofrontal cortex following ECT plus antipsy-
chotic treatment [44]. Consistent with Jiang et al., Li et al. 
found decreased connectivity in the ACC after ECT inter-
vention [39]. This phenomenon was not observed in the SZ 
group treated with antipsychotics alone. 

3.2.3. Functional Connectivity with Hippocampus and 
Amygdala 

Using seed-based FC analysis with the right amygdala as 
the seed region, Thomann et al. found that right unilateral 
(RUL) ECT induced FC reductions between the right amyg-
dala and cortical regions in the ipsilateral hemisphere, in-
cluding the right TPJ, the right MPFC, the right DLFPC and 
bilateral posterior insula [43]. In addition, RUL ECT in-
creased the FC between the right amygdala and the hypo-
thalamus. These researchers observed that these FC changes 
were not diagnosis-specific in SZ and MDD. Yang and col-
leagues also reported reduced FC between the right amygda-
la and left hippocampus after bitemporal ECT compared 
with pre-ECT [42]. A recent study classified the 21 SZ pa-
tients who received ECT intervention into responders (n=10) 
and nonresponders (n=11), according to the 50% reduction 
ratio in Positive And Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) 
total scores after the 4-week bitemporal ECT intervention 
[45]. Comparisons of FC (seed at the hippocampus) longitu-
dinal changes between ECT responders and nonresponders 
revealed that responders showed increased FC between the 

hippocampus and prefrontal cortex and regions within the 
DMN, whereas nonresponders exhibited decreased FC be-
tween the hippocampus and regions in the primary sensory 
network [45]. 

3.2.4. Others 

Li et al. also found increased FC in the temporal lobe 
network and frontal-parietal network as well as decreased FC 
in the language network after ECT intervention in SZ pa-
tients [39]. In addition, Wang et al. reported that ECT in-
duced increased FC between the right thalamus and right 
putamen and decreased FC between the thalamus and senso-
ry cortex in SZ patients [41]. 

3.3. Correlation Between Brain Changes and Symptom 
Remission 

Although several studies [38, 40, 41, 43] reported that no 
significant correlation was observed between brain changes 
and clinical symptoms, some studies have found significant 
correlations between ECT-induced brain changes and symp-
tom remissions after ECT intervention [34, 35, 42, 44, 45]. 
For example, Wang et al. observed a significant positive 
correlation between the GM volume change in the right par-
ahippocampal gyrus/hippocampus and the reduction of posi-
tive symptoms [35]. Jiang et al. also observed that volume 
increases in the hippocampal subfield (i.e., left CA4) and FC 
between the left caudal hippocampus and right angular gyrus 
were associated with general psychopathology reductions 
[45]. Yang et al. reported that the change in FC between the 
amygdala and hippocampus was positively correlated with a 
reduction in the PANSS total score [42]. In addition to the 
hippocampus, the volume and FC changes in the posterior 
insula were correlated with PANSS reductions [44]. Moreo-
ver, the left DLPFC network change was negatively associ-
ated with PANSS total score changes [34]. 

3.4. Predictive Performance for the ECT Outcomes using 
the Baseline MRI 

Three of the published studies [36, 37, 42] focused on 
predicting ECT outcomes using baseline MRI features. Xi et 
al. [37] classified 57 SZ patients who received ECT com-
bined with antipsychotics into 28 responders and 29 nonre-
sponders. Based on the structural features from the VBM, 
they found that both the logistic regression model and sup-
port vector machine obtained great accuracies of 87.59% and 
91.78%, respectively, in the validation dataset. Gong et al. 
[36] used a multiparametric MRI-based radiomic model to 
extract the MRI features at baseline and then imported them 
to a support vector regression model, a machine learning 
technique, to predict a continuous improvement in symptoms 
after ECT (i.e., PANSS total score reductions). They found 
that multimodal MRI features (including four structural MRI 
features from the left inferior frontal gyrus, right insula, left 
middle temporal gyrus and right superior temporal gyrus and 
six diffusion MRI features from tracts connecting the frontal 
or temporal gyrus) predicted the ECT outcomes, as identified 
by a significant correlation between predicted and actual 
values of treatment response. In another work, Yang et al. 
found that FCs that were distributed within the orbital pre-
frontal cortex and temporal regions showed a predictive abil-
ity for ECT outcomes [42]. 
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Table 2.  MRI scanning information, image processing method and main MRI findings for each study. 

Study 
Scan Since 

ECT 
Images 

Image  

Processing  

Methods 

Longitudinal Changes 

Prediction 
Structural MRI Functional MRI 

Correlation with 

Symptoms  

Wolf et 
al. [34] 

S1: within 5 
days before 

ECT; 
S2: 6-8 days 

after ECT. 

T1w 
MRI. 

T1w MRI: 
Source-based 

morphometry 
(SBM). 

ECT led to an 
increase in structur-
al network strength 

in the MTL network 
and left DLPFC 

network. 

No analysis. 

There was a significant 
negative correlation 

between PANSS total 

score differences and 
left DLPFC network 

strength change. 

No analysis. 

Wang et 
al. [35] 

S1: 24 h 
before ECT; 
S2: 24-48 h 

after ECT. 

T1w 
MRI. 

T1w MRI: 
VBM analysis. 

ECT induced in-
creased volumes in 
bilateral parahippo-

campal gy-
rus/hippocampus, 

right temporal 
gyrus, and right 

insula. 

No analysis. 

There was a significant 
positive correlation of 

GM volume change in 
the right parahippocam-

pal gyrus/hippocampus 
with the reduction of 

positive subscore. 

No analysis. 

Gong et 
al. [36] 

Not reported. 

T1w 
MRI, 

diffusion 

MRI. 

Multi-
parametric 
MRI-based 

radiomic fea-
tures selection 

and SVR 
model. 

No analysis. No analysis. No analysis. 

The multi-parametric MRI-
based radiomic model, in-
cluding four structural fea-

tures from the left inferior 
frontal gyrus, right insula, 

left middle temporal gyrus 
and right superior temporal 

gyrus and six diffusion 
features from tracts connect-

ing frontal or temporal gyrus, 
possessed the RMSE of 

14.98 in the test cohort. The 
Pearson's correlation coeffi-

cients between predicted and 
actual values were 0.777.  

Xi et al. 
[37] 

Not reported. 
T1w 
MRI. 

T1w MRI: 
VBM analysis 

and logistic 
regression 

model 
(LRM)/SVM. 

No analysis. No analysis. No analysis. 

The regularized multivariate 
LRM discriminated respond-

ers from nonresponders, with 
an accuracy of 90.91% in the 

training data and 87.59% in 
the validating data. The 

accuracy of the SVM in the 
training set was 90.91%, and 

the accuracy in the validation 
set was 91.78%. 

Huang et 
al. [38] 

S1: 24 h 
before ECT; 

S2: 24-48 h 
after ECT. 

rsfMRI. 

rsfMRI: Voxel-
wise global 

functional 
connectivity 

density (gFCD). 

No analysis. 

After ECT, gFCD 
increased in the DMN 

regions (medial 
frontal cortex and 

precuneus). 

No significant correla-
tions. 

No analysis. 

Li et al. 
[39] 

Not reported. rsfMRI. 

rsfMRI: ICA, 
SVM pattern 

classification, 
and FC analy-

sis. 

No analysis. 

After ECT, the DMN 
(posterior cingulate 

cortex), the temporal 

lobe network (left 
superior temporal 

gyrus) and the frontal-
parietal network (right 

angular gyrus and 
middle frontal gyrus) 

increased, meanwhile, 
the FC in the corti-

costriatal network 
(right anterior cingu-

late cortex), the lan-
guage network (left 

middle temporal 
gyrus) and the DMN 

(right precuneus) 
decreased. 

No analysis. No analysis. 

(Table 2) contd…. 
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Study 
Scan Since 

ECT 
Images 

Image  

Processing  

Methods 

Longitudinal Changes 

Prediction 
Structure Function 

Correlation with 

Symptoms  

Sambat-
aro et al. 

[40] 

S1: within 5 
days before 

ECT; 

S2: 6-8 days 
after ECT. 

rsfMRI. rsfMRI: ICA. No analysis. 

ECT resulted in 
increased independent 
component loadings 

in the MPFC within 
the DMN. 

No significant correla-
tions. 

No analysis. 

Wang et 
al. [41] 

S1: 24 h 
before ECT; 
S2: 24-48 h 

after ECT. 

rsfMRI. 
rsfMRI: Seed-

based FC. 
No analysis. 

ECT induced in-
creased FC between 

the right thalamus and 

right putamen and 
decreased FC between 

the thalamus and 
sensory cortex. 

No significant correla-
tions. 

No analysis. 

Yang et 
al. [42] 

All patients 
underwent 

MRI scan-
ning on the 

day before 
their first 

ECT session 
and the day 

after their 
last ECT 

session.  

rsfMRI. 

rsfMRI: ROI-
based FC, 

LASSO feature 
selection and 

linear regres-
sion predictive 

model. 

No analysis. 

The FC between the 
right amygdala and 
left hippocampus 

decreased after ECT 
compared with the 

baseline. 

The change of FC 
between the amygdala 
and hippocampus was 

positively correlated 
with the reduction of the 

PANSS total score. 

The correlation coefficient 
between the predictive and 

real values of cross-
validation was 0.7165. 

Thoman
n et al. 

[43] 

S1: within 5 
days before 

ECT; 
S2: 6-8 days 

after ECT. 

T1w 
MRI, 

rsfMRI. 

T1w MRI: 
VBM analysis; 

rsfMRI: Seed-
based FC 

analysis. 

After ECT, in-
creased GM vol-

umes were found in 

the right amygdala, 
anterior part of 

hippocampus and 
insula. 

RUL ECT was associ-
ated with changes in 
FC between the right 

amygdala and other 
cortical brain regions. 

However, these 
changes were not 

diagnosis-specific 
between SZ and major 

depression. 

No significant correla-
tions. 

No analysis. 

Jiang et 
al. [44] 

S1: 24 h 
before ECT; 

S2: 24-48 h 
after ECT. 

T1w 
MRI, 

rsfMRI. 

T1w MRI: 
ROI-based GM 
volume analy-

sis; 
rsfMRI: Seed-

based FC. 

Increased GM 
volumes of the left 
insula and bilateral 

posterior insula 
(PIns) were found 

after ECT. 

After ECT, decreased 
FCs between the PIns 

and middle occipital 
gyrus and obitofrontal 

cortex were found. 

The PANSS reductions 
were correlated with the 

PIns volume increases 
and FC changes follow-

ing ECT. 

No analysis. 

Jiang et 
al. [45] 

S1: 24 h 
before ECT; 

S2: 24-48 h 
after ECT. 

T1w 
MRI, 

rsfMRI. 

T1w MRI: 
longitudinal 

segmentation of 
hippocampal 

substructures 
by Freesurfer; 

rsfMRI: Seed-
based FC. 

ECT-induced vol-
ume increases in the 

bilateral hippocam-
pus and certain 

subfields for both 
the remitters and 

nonremitters. 

After ECT, the remit-
ters exhibited in-

creased FC between 

the hippocampus and 
prefrontal cortex as 

well as between the 
hippocampus and 

regions in DMN. The 
nonremitters showed 

decreased FC in the 
hippocampus and 

primary sensory 
network.  

The general psycho-
pathology reductions 

were associated with the 
left CA4 volume in-

crease and the FC be-
tween the left caudal 

hippocampus and right 
angular gyrus. 

No analysis. 

Abbreviations: T1w MRI: T1 weighted structural MRI, rsfMRI: resting-state functional MRI, ICA: independent component analysis, SVM: support vector machine, SVR: support 

vector regression, FC: functional connectivity, VBM: voxel-based morphometry, GM: gray matter, ROI: region of interest, MTL: medial temporal lobe, DLPFC: dorsal lateral pre-

frontal cortex, DMN: default mode network, MPFC: medial prefrontal cortex. 

 
4. DISCUSSION 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first review that 
explores brain structural and functional MRI changes in pa-
tients with SZ following ECT intervention. The main results 
of our study highlight that ECT induces an increase in vol-
umes of the hippocampus and its adjacent regions (parahip-
pocampal gyrus and amygdala) as well as the insula and 
frontotemporal regions. Regarding fMRI results, consistent 

improvement in FC within the DMN regions (MPFC and 
PCC) and a reduction in FC between the SN and other brain 
regions were noted. Some changes in FC between the hippo-
campus and amygdala and cortical regions are not consistent 
in terms of FC increases or decreases. In addition, there 
seemed to be some changes in FC in other networks, such as 
the temporal lobe network, frontal-parietal network and lan-
guage network, as well as the thalamic-cortical/subcortical 
network. Moreover, ECT-related changes in the hippocam-
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pus/amygdala and insula were significantly correlated with 
ECT outcomes (i.e., PANSS score reductions). Finally, the 
pre-ECT MRI features seem to be predictive of response to 
treatment. However, these results should be further identi-
fied, given the limited sample size for prediction. 

4.1. Structural Plasticity 

We found that structural changes after ECT intervention 
are not widely distributed in the brain but are localized in 
specific regions that are thought to be highly correlated with 
the pathophysiologic characteristics of SZ. Volume reduc-
tions in the hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus, amygdala, 
insula and frontal and temporal lobes in SZ have been 
demonstrated in prior studies [25, 56]. One possible explana-
tion for volumetric increases is neuroplasticity. Deficits in 
neuroplasticity have long been documented in SZ and other 
psychiatric disorders [57]. Moreover, numerous studies have 
shown that neurogenesis [7, 8], synaptogenesis [9], angio-
genesis [10], gliogenesis [11] and other neuronal/axonal 
changes [12, 13] are induced by electroconvulsive seizures in 
animal models of ECT. These processes involving neuro-
plastic changes may contribute to ECT-induced structural 
changes. In addition to neuroplasticity, edema might be one 
of the reasons for ECT-induced volume increments. Howev-
er, several MRI studies suggested that edema does not seem 
to be a primary cause because no evidence of ECT-related 
alterations in water content was found using T2 relaxometry 
[58], FLAIR [59] and DTI [60]. This notion needs to be veri-
fied in ECT-treated patients with SZ. 

4.2. ECT Modulates Functional Connectivity of Brain 
Networks 

The brain ‘dysconnectivity hypothesis’ posits that SZ is a 
psychiatric disorder characterized by disrupted interactions 
between functionally integrated networks, such as the DMN, 
SN, and frontotemporal network. Abnormal FCs with-
in/between these brain networks are associated with psychi-
atric symptoms and cognitive impairments in individuals 
with SZ. The DMN plays a critical role in monitoring inter-
nal events during self-referential mental processes [61]. Alt-
hough increased and decreased FC of the DMN has been 
frequently reported in patients with SZ [19, 62], a recent 
review summarized that hyperconnectivity characterizes 
compensatory recruitment of DMN hub regions in the SZ 
early stage, whereas hypoconnectivity is associated with 
deterioration of function in the later stage of the illness [63]. 
Huang et al. found that the functional integration of the 
DMN could be restored in medication-resistant and later 
illness stage patients with SZ after ECT [38]. They proposed 
that the “normalization” of DMN hypoconnectivity might be 
a potential mechanism of ECT [38]. Jiang et al. observed 
increased FC between the hippocampus and the DMN as 
well as the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [45]. The hippo-
campus, which is also considered one of the DMN regions, is 
critical for memory encoding and retrieval functions [64]. 
The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is a core node of the cen-
tral executive network (CEN) that is responsible for interfac-
ing with the external stimulus [31]. These results suggest that 
ECT reinforces connectivity within the DMN and between 
the DMN and CEN to modulate information integration be-
tween the internal- and external-based mental landscapes, 
thus may relieve the symptoms of SZ [45]. In addition to the 

DMN and CEN, ECT also modulates the integration of in-
teroceptive events and external stimuli by the regulation of 
FCs between the insula and orbitofrontal and primary cortex 
[44]. Moreover, the relationship between ECT-induced 
changes in FCs and symptom reduction has been elucidated 
[44]. Although some interpretations are speculative, these 
studies support that ECT modulates the functional interac-
tions between large-scale brain networks, thereby alleviating 
symptoms [38-40, 44, 45]. 

4.3. Transdiagnostic Effects of ECT on Brain 

To date, several studies have identified the transdiagnos-
tic effects of ECT on brain structure and functional networks 
in patients with SZ and MDD [34, 40, 43]. First, a network 
or system comprising the medial temporal lobe, predomi-
nantly in the hippocampus, parahippocampus and amygdala, 
showed a similar pattern of structural change (increased vol-
ume) in both SZ and MDD [34, 35, 43, 45]. This finding is 
highly consistent with previous studies reporting ECT-
induced volume increases in the transdiagnostic groups [34, 
35, 43, 45]. This finding suggested the transdiagnostic ef-
fects of ECT, at least in specific regions. In addition, ECT 
regulated internetwork connectivity in DMN in both SZ and 
MDD [38-40, 65]. As the anterior hub of the DMN, the 
MPFC has been consistently involved in the pathophysiolo-
gy of both SZ and MDD [66, 67]. Dysconnectivity of the 
MPFC may abnormally mediate self-referential cognitive 
and emotional processing, which are altered in both disorders 
[31]. Huang et al. reported enhanced FC in the MPFC in SZ 
patients following ECT [38]. Sambataro et al. also found that 
FC in the MPFC was enhanced in both SZ and MDD after 
ECT [40]. However, it is unknown how ECT leads to clinical 
improvement in disorders via these altered FCs. 

4.4. Limitations 

Several limitations of the included studies should be not-
ed. The first limitation is the small sample size. Because pa-
tients who receive ECT are mostly patients with acute symp-
toms, it is difficult to perform MRI scans at several time 
points. The largest study included only 29 patients who had 
two MRI scans (before and after ECT). The small sample 
size limits the reliability and sensitivity for detecting ECT-
related changes and correlations with symptoms. Fortunate-
ly, this limitation may be addressed by the Global ECT-MRI 
Research Collaboration (GEMRIC) [68]. The second limita-
tion involves antipsychotics. Most of the patients had already 
received antipsychotics before and during ECT. Although 
some studies included patients only treated with antipsychot-
ic medications as the control group, it is difficult to eradicate 
the effects of concomitant antipsychotics during the ECT 
course. Therefore, it is difficult to claim that all of the altera-
tions in these studies were fully attributed to the effects of 
ECT. The third limitation is the parameter of ECT. Most 
studies were performed with the bitemporal placement of 
electrodes. Three studies were performed with unilateral 
placement. In addition to electrode placement, the total num-
ber of ECT sessions was different for each patient. However, 
the effects of different parameters do not seem to be evaluat-
ed in the data analysis. Given the efficacy and tolerance of 
ECT, it is possible that ECT with different parameters may 
have different impacts on the brain structures and functions. 
At last, the limits are for MRI methods. Structural MRI data 
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were analysed by conventional ROI-driven methods and 
data-driven methods, such as voxel-based morphometry. For 
fMRI data, FCs were evaluated by several methods, includ-
ing ICA, voxelwise gFCD, and seed-based FC. In the predic-
tive analysis, logistic regression, support vector machine and 
support vector regression were used for predictive models. 
Although multiple methods comprehensively explore brain 
information, the consistency of the results still needs further 
verification. In addition to the data analysis, multimodal 
MRI can reveal complementary characteristics about brain 
structures or functions. Only three studies measured structur-
al and functional brain changes simultaneously based on 
multimodal MRI data. Due to the limited studies discussed 
above, we summarized MRI works examining structural and 
functional changes separately. In future works, multimodal 
MRI investigations are necessary to provide complementary 
information about brain structure, function, and coupling, 
which aids in improving the knowledge of the complex brain 
mechanism of ECT. 

There are also several limitations of this review. First, it 
is difficult to conduct a systematic meta-analysis because 
several studies used different imaging modalities and analyt-
ical approaches. Second, specific studies, such as conference 
reports, abstracts and articles published in non-English, were 
not included in our review. In addition, unpublished or unre-
ported negative results potentially influenced our conclu-
sions. Two studies only included pre-ECT MRI scans. These 
studies were also included because they contributed to the 
predictive performance of ECT outcomes. Third, this review 
was not able to determine whether the placement of elec-
trodes of ECT has a specific effect on brain changes due to 
the limited sample size of previous studies. Finally, several 
studies had identical or overlapping samples of patients. All 
these studies were mentioned in this review because they 
dealt with different scientific questions using different analy-
sis methods or different modal MRIs. 

CONCLUSION 

Our review summarized sMRI and fMRI changes in SZ 
patients following ECT. These sMRI studies consistently 
found ECT-induced volume increases in the hippocampus and 
adjacent areas as well as the insula. fMRI studies found ECT-
induced changes in different brain regions/networks that are 
thought to be highly correlated with the pathophysiologic 
characteristics of SZ. The results of the correlation between 
brain changes and symptom remissions are inconsistent. In the 
future, improving the understanding of the mechanism related 
to medication-resistant in SZ would contribute to the neurobi-
ological substrates of the ECT. 
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